
Dragon Masters
by Tracey West

Eight-year-old Drake is snatched up by the
King's soldiers and taken to the castle where
he is told that he has been chosen to be a
Dragon Master.

Diary of a Pug
by Kyla May

Baron von Bubbles (Bub) is a pug who wants
to help his human Bella in her craft projects
for school, though he is a little apprehensive
about the rocket she is making.
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Looking for more?
Try these read-alikes:

Zoey and Sassafras
by Asia Citro

Claude
by Alex T. Smith

Mercy Watson
by Kate DiCamillo

Sophie Mouse
by Poppy Green

Princess in Black
by Shannon Hale

D.A.T.A. Set
by Ada Hopper

Galaxy Zack
by Ray O'RyanTime Jumpers

by Wendy Mass
An old suitcase filled with rows of carefully
packed strange objects sends Chase and Ava
hurtling through time to fix history, pursued
by a strange man who is after the suitcase.
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Owl Diaries
by Rebecca Elliott

Having a Bloomtastic Festival at school to
celebrate spring is a great idea--but Eva
Wingdale discovers that it is also a lot of work,
and there is nothing wrong with asking for
help.

Notebook of Doom
by Troy Cummings

Alexander has just moved into Stermont, but
the elementary school is being torn down, his
new classroom is located in the hospital
morgue, and a notebook he finds is full of
information about monsters.

Pixie Tricks
by Tracey West

Pix is a fairy who just wants to have fun and
play games. The problem is, he can trap
someone into playing with him forever!

The Last Firehawk
by Katrina Charman

A powerful vulture is using magic to spread a
terrible darkness, but when a young owl and
his best friend rescue a golden egg, they may
have found the key: the last firehawk,
guardian of the ember stone.

Eerie Elementary
by Jack Chabert

Sam Graves discovers that his elementary
school is alive and plotting against the
students, and, as hall monitor, it is his job to
protect them.

Unicorn Diaries
by Rebecca Elliott

Rainbow Tinseltail and the other students at
Sparklegrove School for Unicorns are excited
when a brand new unicorn, Sunny
Huckleberry, enters the school.

Pets Rule
by Susan Tan

For Ember, a rescue Chihuahua and the
newest pet in the Chin family, the first step in
fulfilling his destiny is to defeat the evil
neighborhood squirrel, Masher.

Princess Pink and the Land of Fake-Believe
by Noah Z. Jones

Princess falls through the refrigerator into the
Land of Fake-Believe, and must rescue her
new friend Moldylocks from the Three
Beards.

Once Upon a Fairy Tale
by Anna Staniszewski

The Ice Princess's magic mirror is broken.
Kara and Zed must figure out if the break is
the result of a princess rivalry--or did the
monkey do it?
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